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What is a western, anyway?

Sure, you know one when you see one (or hear one), but what qualities really 
define the genre? Cowboys? Horses? Wood-plank sidewalks? Sagebrush? Black 
hats vs. white hats? Ropin’ and ridin’ the range? Sullen-faced drifters challeng-
ing the rule of law? Guitar-strumming crooners in fancy shirts? Is it all of these 
things? Some of these things? None of these things? Is a western -- a real western 
-- really just a state of mind?

The fact of the matter is that the definition of a western depends on who’s asking 
the question…and when they’re asking it. An eight-year-old child in 1935 would 
define a western in far different terms than a thirty-nine year old adult in 1952. 
In turn, either of those would define a western in far different terms than a nine-
teen-year-old film blogger in 2019. Definitions shift and evolve over time, and 

so do audiences. But it can be 
argued that the greatest shift of 
the western paradigm occurred 
in the years after the Second 
World War, with the full ascent 
of the “Adult Western.”

Gunsmoke is widely praised as 
radio’s first “adult western,” 
and in broad terms that’s cor-
rect. The advent of Norman 
Macdonnell’s and John Mes-
ton’s hard-hitting take on life 
on the Kansas frontier brought 
a new kind of western charac-
terization to the forefront of ra-
dio. This brought to an end the 

CD 8A: “The Queue” - 07/19/1954
Racists assault a Chinese cook and cut off his ponytail. Will 
he get his revenge? Written by John Meston.

CD 8B: “Born to Hang” - 04/23/1955
A man survives an attempted lynching…and then goes after 
those responsible. Written by John Meston.

CD 9A: “Jealousy” - 06/04/1955
A crooked card player gets caught in a phony deal. He is promptly stabbed, and 
then demands that Dillon do something about it. Written by John Meston.

CD 9B: “Tap Day for Kitty” - 07/30/1955
Kitty tries to escape from an unwanted suitor. Written by John Meston.

CD 10A: “Innocent Broad” - 08/06/1955
Dillon tries to protect a seventeen-year-old girl from trouble with her fiancé. 
Written by John Meston.

CD 10B: “The Barton Boy” - 10/01/1955
A young boy wounded in a train robbery is the only one who can identify the 
gunman. Written by Les Crutchfield.

Elizabeth McLeod is a journalist, author, and broadcast historian. She re-
ceived the 2005 Ray Stanich Award for excellence in broadcasting history 
research from the Friends Of Old Time Radio.
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domination of the genre by simplistic good-guy juvenile heroes. It also heralded 
the start of a new trend in radio drama -- one that took the gritty, hard-boiled 
attitude of the fading private-eye craze and transplanted it to the Old West. But 
in doing so, Gunsmoke reflected a general trend toward more complex, more 
sophisticated levels of storytelling across all popular media. 

Westerns had been a mainstay of American popular culture going all the way 
back to the days when the Old West wasn’t even Old. Frontier-themed stage 
shows and dime novels were well established on the cultural landscape by the 
turn of the 20th Century, and were a mainstay of the motion picture screen from 
the very beginning of the medium. Early film westerns reflected the tonal split 
that characterized much frontier-themed storytelling. Were westerns supposed 
to be broad, larger-than-life tales of good-versus-evil designed to appeal to non-
demanding and/or juvenile audiences? Or were they an opportunity for deeper, 
more substantive reflections on violence, emotional isolation, and human loss? 
Both types of western films jostled for screen space in the 1910s, and the division 
grew even broader during the 1920s. 

It was during that decade that the conventions of the so-called “B Western” ossi-
fied into their final form. These stories emphasized simple black-and-white char-
acters, lots of riding-shooting-punching action, and plenty of scenic vistas for 
atmosphere -- all produced on the lowest possible budget. Cheap westerns in this 
style flooded neighborhood theatres throughout the late years of the silent era, of-
fering endless repetition of a few basic themes to an audience that seemed to care 
little that it had seen exactly the same story a hundred times before. Different 
actors, horses, and stunts seemed to sufficiently mask the sameness…to the point 

where some studios made virtually nothing but cheap 
westerns. And yet the twenties also offered thought-
ful, intelligent, complex dramas set on the frontier. In 
1923, Paramount released an early milestone in the 
evolution of the adult western. The Covered Wagon 
was a somber, beautifully-photographed story of 
westward expansion that long lingered in the minds 
of the millions who saw it. The film made it clear that 
a western story could be as complex and emotionally 
challenging as any other.

With the coming of the sound era, this bifurcation 
continued. There was little to separate talking B 
Westerns from their silent predecessors. Some of the 

CD 3A: “Flashback” - 06/27/1953
A cheating gambler leaves a trail of misery in his 
wake. Written by Les Crutchfield.

CD 3B: “How to Kill a Woman” - 10/31/1953
The chief suspect in a recent stage robbery has a 
friend who is prone to ever-greater violence. Written 
by John Meston.

CD 4A: “Stolen Horses” - 11/07/1953
Dillon and Chester venture out on a manhunt for a murderous team of horse-
thieves. Written by Norman Macdonnell.

CD 4B: “Big Girl Lost” - 12/19/1953
One of Kitty’s saloon girls doesn’t want to go back East with her determined ex-
fiancé. Written by John Meston.

CD 5A: “The Guitar” - 12/26/1953
A mentally challenged young man is the target of Dodge City bullies. Written 
by John Meston.

CD 5B: “Stage Holdup” - 01/02/1954
A stage gets robbed outside of Dodge…while Dillon is sleeping in it! Written by 
John Meston.

CD 6A: “Joke’s on Us” - 01/09/1954
Three lynchers face their own style of justice. Written by John Meston.

CD 6B: “Big Broad” - 02/06/1954
A gunslinging woman of imposing substance puts the men of Dodge City in their 
place. Written by John Meston.

CD 7A: “The Killer” - 02/13/1954
Dillon encounters a killer who’s very careful about choosing his victims. Written 
by John Meston.

CD 7B: “Texas Cowboys” - 07/12/1954
Dillon goes against a trail gang of Texans…one of whom is a murderer. Written 
by John Meston.

Movie poster for The Covered Wagon

Georgia Ellis is heard as Kitty
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Gunsmoke impressed critics from the start as something new and powerful in 
radio. From its premiere in 1952, it attracted a strong, loyal audience...and CBS 
had the good sense to let the program evolve at its own pace. The network sus-
tained the series for over a year before General Foods and Liggett and Myers 
Tobacco signed on as sponsors. It ran for nine years on radio, living on into 
the 1960s as the last dramatic feature produced by CBS-Hollywood. It was the 
fountainhead of a whole string of “adult westerns.” Frontier Gentleman, Fort 
Laramie, and Have Gun Will Travel all owe their existence to the paradigm set 
by Macdonnell and Meston. The television Gunsmoke, beginning in 1955, ran 
an unprecedented twenty years, living on to become the last success of its genre. 
And the radio version, in all its grit and power, remains one of the most highly 
acclaimed, carefully studied dramatic features in the history of that medium. It is 
still, as it was in 1952, the definitive Adult Western.

GUNSMOKE
Created by Norman Macdonnell and John Meston

Featuring William Conrad, Parley Baer, Howard MacNear, and
Georgia Ellis

Music Composed and Conducted by Rex Koury

Sound Patterns by Ray Kemper, Tom Hanley, and Bill James

Produced and Directed by Norman Macdonnell

CD 1A: “Trojan War” - 02/28/1953
A murderous stagecoach gang passes through Dodge. Written by Les Crutchfield.

CD 1B: “Absalom” - 03/07/1953
Intimidated townspeople want Dillon to let a gunman get away with murder. 
Written by Les Crutchfield.

CD 2A: “The Big Con” - 05/16/1953
A bank robber arrives with new ideas about how to go about his work. Written 
by John Meston.

CD 2B: “Wind” - 06/20/1953
A troublemaking woman refuses to obey Dillon’s order to leave Dodge. Written 
by John Meston.

newer films even cannibalized old silent oaters for their action footage, while 
splicing in unconvincing new sound scenes. But sound brought even greater so-
phistication to the new wave of adult western films, which picked up momentum 
by the end of the 1930s with the works of such directors as Howard Hawks, 
Raoul Walsh, and John Ford. These were tales of flawed men and women, coping 
as best they could with the violent, unpredictable world in which they lived…and 
the color of their hats was irrelevant to the outcome of the stories. At their best, 
in their depiction of ambiguously motivated characters in uncertain settings, the 
adult western films of the prewar era prefigured the rise of the “film noir” move-
ment of the 1940s.

As the film western searched for its ultimate identity, the radio western found its 
options far more limited. The most notable western series of the early years of 
network broadcasting, Death Valley Days, saw itself first and foremost as an edu-
cational feature. It was designed to bring tales of the 19th Century Southwestern 
desert frontier to life through a lens of careful historic accuracy -- even if such a 
textbook-driven approach compromised the program’s ability to tell an exciting 
or emotionally meaningful story. The rise of The Lone Ranger, who rode out of 
the Midwest toward a national audience during 1933, attempted to bring more 
action to his adventures. However, targeting an audience largely made up of pre-
adolescent boys meant strict limitations on characterization. The Lone Ranger 
never had occasion to reflect on the violence that surrounded him, or on the life 
he had been thrust into by circumstances beyond his control -- his role was sim-
ply to be the hero. Although his audience (and their parents) loved him for his 
moral clarity, the Ranger was never truly a living character. He was an archetype, 
not a breathing human being...but that didn’t stop him from making a great deal 
of money for George W. Trendle. His prominence as a multimedia franchise 
through the 1930s and 40s meant that, for a great many people, the Lone Ranger 
epitomized the entire western genre. 

As radio westerns remained mired in juvenilia into 
the 1940s, film westerns grew ever more sophisti-
cated, more meaningful, more mature. While Poverty 
Row continued to grind out B Westerns for the Satur-
day-matinee crowd, thoughtfully scripted A Westerns 
found greater prominence. A new generation of writ-
ers saw potential in the western format for allegorical 
tales that transferred the problems and concerns of 
contemporary times to a frontier setting, and allowed 
for a deep exploration of human behavior and moti- A Lone Ranger book cover
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Meston, who fused it with their own concept to cre-
ate a new audition. And to play the renamed Marshal 
Matt Dillon they turned to one of the busiest actors 
at CBS, the rumble-voiced William Conrad (right).

Bill Conrad looked nothing like a western hero. Short, 
stout, and balding -- with a dapper moustache that 
made him look more like a floorwalker in a second-
rate department store than a six-gun wielding frontier 
lawman -- Conrad was one of the last actors to read 
for the part. Even then, Macdonnell very nearly passed him over, fearing that 
his voice was too familiar to listeners to vanish credibly into the role. But that 
voice was one of the most versatile on the air, able to go in an instant from firm 
authority to resigned vulnerability -- precisely fitting the mental exhaustion and 
ambiguity Meston had written into the character of Matt Dillon. Dillon was not 
a straight-backed rider, with a steely jaw and a fearless gaze. He was written as a 
man who had seen too much, a survivor of conflicts he’d rather have avoided…a 
man who knew only too well what errors of judgment could cost on the frontier. 
And that’s exactly the way that Conrad played him. 

Macdonnell surrounded Conrad with a first-class supporting cast, developing 
each character as a bundle of contradictions. Parley Baer played Dillon’s side-
kick Chester, a seemingly naive and wide-eyed yokel who was nevertheless as 
cold-blooded as Dillon himself when the occasion demanded. Howard MacNear 
was Doc Adams, a cheerfully morbid fellow whose blackened sense of humor 
hinted at dark secrets in his past. And Georgia Ellis was “dance hall girl” Kitty. 
She was not quite Dillon’s love interest in the traditional sense…but was instead 
someone who, in Conrad’s words, “he just had to visit once in a while.” 

There was no generic “old west” setting for these characters. They operated in 
a very specific time and place: the wide-open town of Dodge City in the early 
1870s. And no matter how bright the prairie sunlight, Dillon’s world was dark, 
cold, and harsh. He crossed paths with rabid gunmen out to settle scores with 
authority, with long-running and blood-drenched family feuds, with lynch mobs 
determined to invoke their own idea of western justice, and with drifters who 
existed in a dense cloud of their own violence. Dillon fought them, and he usu-
ally won -- but not always. Sometimes he arrived too late, sometimes the killer 
got away, sometimes the innocent became the victim, and he knew that there was 
nothing he could do about it. Matt Dillon’s world was a long way from that of 
Red Ryder, Hopalong Cassidy, or the Lone Ranger.

vation (alongside the horses and the awe-inspiring Technicolor vistas). And as 
this trend evolved, radio began to follow along.

The adult radio western didn’t appear, in a flash of hoofbeats and inspiration, 
overnight. It evolved gradually through the late 1940s. A 1946-48 CBS series 
called Hawk Durango (or Hawk Larabee, depending on the season), combined 
some of the usual juvenile elements with a more adult approach to storytelling…
but it wasn’t quite all the way there. The CBS-Hollywood drama department 
was a bubbling mass of creativity in those early postwar years, and it was only 
a matter of time before the concept moved to its full realization. The anthology 
series Escape offered one vital laboratory for the adult western’s development, 
and it was there that a gifted scriptwriter named John Meston began experiment-
ing with western stories. In their sophistication and depth of characterization, 
they went far beyond anything previously attempted in that radio genre. Meston 
had ridden with real cowboys on the Colorado range during his youth, and had 
become a serious student of the Old West period. He immersed himself in, not 
just the legends and the lore, but in the real people behind the tall tales. Meston’s 
Escape westerns were tales of hard-bitten men facing questions of moral conflict, 
of decisions with far greater weight than figuring out who robbed the stagecoach. 
And it was while working on Escape that Meston connected with a driven, cre-
ative young director named Norman Macdonnell.

Macdonnell was one of the many bright young men to make their names in radio 
just after World War II. He landed at CBS just when the network was making a 
strong push away from serving as a venue for agency-produced programs. Ideas 
were needed, and network jobs demanding creativity and talent were there for 
the taking. Macdonnell rose quickly in the CBS-Hollywood hierarchy, and soon 
moved beyond work on established series to the development of program ideas 
of his own. He was attracted to the idea of an adult western, and experimented 
with various concepts derived from his work with Meston on Escape. These led 
to a proposed series set in Dodge City, Kansas, dealing with a tough but con-
flicted character called “Jeff Spain.”

But Macdonnell and Meston weren’t the only team at CBS developing adult 
western concepts. Network executive Harry Ackerman had taken up the idea in 
1949, proposing a series characterized as “Phillip Marlowe in the Old West.” This 
“hard-boiled Western” idea emerged in an audition script about a marshal named 
Mark Dillon, under the title Gunsmoke. Ackerman recorded two versions of his 
audition script, but casting difficulties caused the network to shelve the project. It 
remained in limbo until Ackerman brought it to the attention of Macdonnell and 

William Conrad
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Gunsmoke impressed critics from the start as something new and powerful in 
radio. From its premiere in 1952, it attracted a strong, loyal audience...and CBS 
had the good sense to let the program evolve at its own pace. The network sus-
tained the series for over a year before General Foods and Liggett and Myers 
Tobacco signed on as sponsors. It ran for nine years on radio, living on into 
the 1960s as the last dramatic feature produced by CBS-Hollywood. It was the 
fountainhead of a whole string of “adult westerns.” Frontier Gentleman, Fort 
Laramie, and Have Gun Will Travel all owe their existence to the paradigm set 
by Macdonnell and Meston. The television Gunsmoke, beginning in 1955, ran 
an unprecedented twenty years, living on to become the last success of its genre. 
And the radio version, in all its grit and power, remains one of the most highly 
acclaimed, carefully studied dramatic features in the history of that medium. It is 
still, as it was in 1952, the definitive Adult Western.

GUNSMOKE
Created by Norman Macdonnell and John Meston

Featuring William Conrad, Parley Baer, Howard MacNear, and
Georgia Ellis

Music Composed and Conducted by Rex Koury

Sound Patterns by Ray Kemper, Tom Hanley, and Bill James

Produced and Directed by Norman Macdonnell

CD 1A: “Trojan War” - 02/28/1953
A murderous stagecoach gang passes through Dodge. Written by Les Crutchfield.

CD 1B: “Absalom” - 03/07/1953
Intimidated townspeople want Dillon to let a gunman get away with murder. 
Written by Les Crutchfield.

CD 2A: “The Big Con” - 05/16/1953
A bank robber arrives with new ideas about how to go about his work. Written 
by John Meston.

CD 2B: “Wind” - 06/20/1953
A troublemaking woman refuses to obey Dillon’s order to leave Dodge. Written 
by John Meston.
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the question…and when they’re asking it. An eight-year-old child in 1935 would 
define a western in far different terms than a thirty-nine year old adult in 1952. 
In turn, either of those would define a western in far different terms than a nine-
teen-year-old film blogger in 2019. Definitions shift and evolve over time, and 

so do audiences. But it can be 
argued that the greatest shift of 
the western paradigm occurred 
in the years after the Second 
World War, with the full ascent 
of the “Adult Western.”

Gunsmoke is widely praised as 
radio’s first “adult western,” 
and in broad terms that’s cor-
rect. The advent of Norman 
Macdonnell’s and John Mes-
ton’s hard-hitting take on life 
on the Kansas frontier brought 
a new kind of western charac-
terization to the forefront of ra-
dio. This brought to an end the 

CD 8A: “The Queue” - 07/19/1954
Racists assault a Chinese cook and cut off his ponytail. Will 
he get his revenge? Written by John Meston.

CD 8B: “Born to Hang” - 04/23/1955
A man survives an attempted lynching…and then goes after 
those responsible. Written by John Meston.

CD 9A: “Jealousy” - 06/04/1955
A crooked card player gets caught in a phony deal. He is promptly stabbed, and 
then demands that Dillon do something about it. Written by John Meston.

CD 9B: “Tap Day for Kitty” - 07/30/1955
Kitty tries to escape from an unwanted suitor. Written by John Meston.

CD 10A: “Innocent Broad” - 08/06/1955
Dillon tries to protect a seventeen-year-old girl from trouble with her fiancé. 
Written by John Meston.

CD 10B: “The Barton Boy” - 10/01/1955
A young boy wounded in a train robbery is the only one who can identify the 
gunman. Written by Les Crutchfield.

Elizabeth McLeod is a journalist, author, and broadcast historian. She re-
ceived the 2005 Ray Stanich Award for excellence in broadcasting history 
research from the Friends Of Old Time Radio.
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Parley Baer is heard
as Chester.
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